Optimizing Effectiveness in Electronic Prescriptions for Pediatric Outpatients: A Call for Responsive Action
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Abstract: A pediatric compounded non-sterile products repository (pCNP) to optimize the effectiveness and safety of “off-label” use of compounded pharmacotherapy through complete transmission of electronic prescriptions across the continuum of care is described. The advent of electronic prescribing has the potential to refocus and resolve long-standing issues of prescription therapy for pediatric patients related to formulation, indication, dosing, and outcomes follow-up, among others. This white paper describes the architecture and function of the pCNP repository. Further, it calls on professional societies, health information technology (HIT) and pharmaceutical industries, universities, and government to create a safer pediatric pharmacotherapy system across the continuum of care. This system would include pCNPs within the existing federal and corporate database structures for medical language, and integrates advanced system safety features as requirements for prescribing, compounding, and dispensing non-mass produced prescription therapies for children.
1. Introduction

The ability to provide evidenced-based effective and safe pharmacotherapy to pediatric patients has progressed tremendously in the past few decades. Historic acts of legislation such as the Pediatric Rule (1994), Food and Drug Administration Modernization Act (FDAMA) of 1997, Best Pharmaceuticals for Children’s Act of 2002 (BPCA), and the Pediatric Research Equity Act of 2003 have emphasized the importance of clinical trials in this population. The cumulative effects have resulted in increased pharmacokinetic data, clinical trials, and increased consideration of pediatric drug formulations. However, there is still much room for improvement. Enormous strides have also been made with regard to the safe delivery of medication to children, including technology such as bar-coding, smart pumps, and computerized physician order entry (CPOE), with most of the focus being in the acute care setting. To date, minimal focus has been placed on the delivery of medications to pediatric patients outside of the acute or health-systems settings. In a health climate focused on improved outcomes and accountability, the time has come to enhance the medication use process in the community setting and across the continuum of care.

According to Surescripts, the largest electronic prescription intermediary in the world, over two-thirds of all physician offices in the US were actively utilizing electronic prescribing (or e-prescribing) in 2012 [1]. Moreover, in order to receive reimbursement for Medicaid patients, physician offices will be required to submit computerized records and e-prescriptions by 2015 under meaningful use provisions of the Accountable Care Act [2]. The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recently endorsed e-prescribing for pediatric outpatients [3], and made a number of critical recommendations for improving electronic transmission from a provider’s office or hospital to a community pharmacy. This list included indication-based dosing, common formulations for extemporaneously prepared dosage forms, pharmacies that will create extemporaneous compounds, and transmission of strength, concentration, and dose volumes, among others.

The practice of pediatrics has entered a time in which the need to address therapeutic, information-transfer and formulation issues related to prescription drug therapy for neonates, infants, children, and adolescents has never been more apparent or urgent. The advent of CPOE, in many ways magnifying the issues, has the potential to refocus and resolve the issues. Collaboration among the health professions, health information technology (HIT), pharmaceutical industries, universities, and government is necessary to create a better medication therapy system that meets the needs of all pediatric patients [4].

2. Statement of the Problem

A recent national estimate indicated at least 250 million prescriptions were dispensed at community pharmacies for approximately 30 million children in the US. This is equivalent to an average of eight prescriptions annually per child [5]. Many of these prescriptions were initiated for an “off-label” use, that is, use not covered within the product’s officially-recognized United States Food and Drug
Administration (USFDA) labeling. Categories for off-label use include age, weight, contraindication, indication, and route of administration [6]. Prescriptions for dosage forms not identified within the labeling, such as compounded sterile products (CSPs) [7] and compounded non-sterile products (CNPs) [8], can be considered “off-label” uses. Often, the preparation of CSPs and CNPs is vital due to the lack of an available, suitable dosage formulation for the infant or child.

Moreover, the magnitude of e-transmitted prescriptions for CNPs dispensed for any patient, namely children, in any country on an annual basis is unknown. In addition, unknown is the extent to which computer software used in community pharmacies screen CNP prescriptions for potential medication therapy problems (e.g., drug allergy, drug-drug interactions, appropriate dose) as would occur for prescriptions with similar active ingredients dispensed in the manufacturer supplied dosage formulation. While many commercially-available oral antibiotic and analgesic liquids were among the top prescriptions dispensed for children [5], over 350,000 prescriptions for off-label use of lansoprazole alone were reported to be dispensed for patients less than 1 year old; most, if not all, of these prescriptions needed to be compounded. Inconsistent compounding practices could easily result in sub- or supra-therapeutic dosing of any medication [9].

Evidence indicates that the generation of e-prescriptions may create a number of opportunities for medication errors and time delays in prescription processing [10,11]. Anecdotal evidence suggests that pediatricians and their office-based agents are required to hand-key all prescription-related information into a prescription transmission program without the benefit of dropdown menus for drug name, concentration, dosing and other important safeguards. Moreover, the new morbidities of the twenty first century in pediatric patients, such as the dramatic rise in chronic conditions like obesity, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), anxiety, depression, bipolar disorder (BPD), and Asperger’s Syndrome are being applied to increasingly younger children. These uncharted waters further heighten uncertainty regarding pCNP prescription and formulation.

Medicines information databases are often populated into EMR and CPOE for readily accessible dosing information. The medicines database, however, may not be pediatric specific. Additionally, the information related to CNPs in not readily available in most of these commercially available databases. Pharmacists receiving such prescriptions in the community are tasked with verifying the appropriate indication, dose, and formulation to prepare for the patient. The pharmacist also needs the necessary scientific-based information on the appropriate recipe for preparation. These gaps may discourage pharmacists in the community from dispensing such medications for children due to the lack of available information, the lack of reimbursement from insurance companies, and inexperience with such products. This may result in non-adherence to the medication and less than optimal patient outcomes.

A standardized data set for extemporaneous pCNPs is not part of the National Library of Medicine Unified Medical Language System’s (UMLS) RxNorm and RxTerms. The UMLS serves to normalize drug name mediators to allow communication between pharmacy management and drug interaction software [12]. Like companion corporate and commercial counterparts, this database includes only mass-produced, commercially-available products designated by a National Drug Code (NDC), a Uniform Product Code (UPC), or similarly encoded product identifiers, such as Veterans Administration National Drug File. However, when a pharmacist compounds a prescription for an individual patient, that work-product becomes commercially-available. Methodology to codify and include this type of evidence-based, peer-reviewed work-product in standardized product listings should be developed.
Clearly, the problems of pediatric pharmacotherapeutics and medication management are not unique to any particular country. Since 2007, the World Health Organization has emphasized the unique nature of medication selection and use in children by creating the Model List for Essential Medicines for Children [13]. The Dutch Pediatric Formulary, an electronic database, includes information on standardized pCNP concentrations, as well as indications-based dosing, contraindications, and precautions [14]. In one North Carolina health system, efforts to standardize pCNP formulas via a centralized computerized database have been underway to establish evidence-based beyond-use dates (BUD), reduce the potential for medication errors related to nomenclature mismatches and formulation, and improve patient safety relative to the process for prescription generation and transmission [15]. Recently, a Michigan consortia consisting of professional societies, university, and healthcare organizations created a website to improve patient safety through standardized oral liquid concentrations [16]. While the number of new molecular entities with either pediatric nosology or posology in official product labeling has increased exponentially since enactment of BPCA [17], scientific evidence for the use, preparation, and monitoring of currently marketed drugs remains elusive [18–20].

Thus, there is a tremendous need to both compile and assign appropriate identifiers, dosage form designations, and medicines use information for pCNPs to facilitate e-prescription transmission and dispensing for children. There is a parallel need for the professions to take ownership for the creation of a repository that would assemble, maintain, and expand computerized listings for all medications that have peer-reviewed scientific literature supporting pediatric formulation and dosing. The purpose of this white paper is to outline the framework and architecture for this repository to facilitate the electronic identification, standardization, and transmission of CNPs for pediatric patients irrespective of the location of e-prescription generation.

2.1. Flow Impedance for pCNP E-Prescriptions in the Current Medication Management System

The current processes for generating and dispensing CNP prescriptions for children in both in-patient and out-patient environments have a number of impedances or disruptions, often necessitating enactment of alternate processes called “workarounds.” [21] Workarounds are associated with a number of individual and systematic factors related to work design, responses to problems, and consequences that perpetuate the generation of future errors. In short, workarounds result in a greater probability for error because they increase process variation among practitioners.

In a typical scenario for the generation of an e-prescription for a CNP, a number of impedances or workarounds are required for order fulfillment across the continuum of care. After the provider assesses the need for a medication, the prescription is manually typed into an available text-entry field, often without the benefit of dropdown menus for product selection, dosing unique to the medical indication, dose volume or mass descriptors, or total quantity needed. Once this information is entered, the information is routed to the electronic inbox of a community pharmacy that may or may not be able to prepare any particular pCNP. Instead of completing receipt of the prescription by importing the information into compatible prescription information processing fields, the community pharmacy needs to append the transmission, and create a new manually-entered prescription, again without the benefit of pre-formatted dropdown menus for correct spelling, concentration, and dose volume. If the prescription information seems complete or if ambiguities are not identified, the pCNP is prepared with or without peer-reviewed
scientific formulation information. These prescriptions are not filtered through electronic screening to identify potential drug therapy problems because their entries are not coded to match existing databases.

The ultimate impedance is that the patient does not have the prescription dispensed because of processing delays, lack of expertise to formulate the product, or lack of access to an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) that is accessible to an adult patient. At and within each disruption, multiple opportunities for provider, compounder, and technical error are present, further expanding the risk for patient harm. Healthcare processes have multiple steps within the medication use system. Without standardization, these processes become error prone. An equally error-prone medication use process within a health-care system would not be acceptable to accreditation and regulatory agencies, such as the Joint Commission.

Moreover, in pediatric acute care settings that utilize CPOE, pCNP drug formulary databases are often built from a hybrid list of institution-specific and evidence-based formulae, and do not allow a bi-directional flow of complete and accurate prescription information between service providers [22]. This lack of interoperability creates a number of opportunities for error during transitions of care from one setting to another [23], especially during hours when either pharmacy is closed. Research has documented challenges with medication reconciliation related commonly to dose and frequency accuracy for admitted in-patients; however, e-transmission of pCNP prescriptions for these patients at discharge is often impeded due to lack of a shared drug nomenclature and coding system designed to identify the API and its strength [22,24]. In short, there is a vital need to create a durable “source of truth” regarding pCNPs in an electronic medium so that prescription records are completely transferrable between levels of care and contain standardized and evidence-based formulations.

2.2. pCNP Repository Design Considerations

To address the impedance factors illustrated above, an evidence-based pCNP repository is proposed to have six sub-directories: (1) a standardized name with concentration or listing descriptors; (2) a standardized numerical code based on the molecule’s generic name; (3) the excipient descriptors; (4) peer-reviewed scientific literature citations for dosing or formulation; (5) unique indications-based dosing information; and (6) safety and effectiveness coding (see Figure 1). Each of these sub-directories would be written in such a way to be compatible with HL7 language [25]. The repository would be maintained and expanded by an appropriate professional organization or a consortium of organizations devoted to safe medication use in pediatrics. Its Research and Development (R&D) arm would be responsible for identifying gaps in product listings. The identified gaps will create a research agenda for scientific work, and would serve as an impetus to solicit funding to support the generation of research publications to populate and substantiate the repository. Additionally, research supported through residencies and fellowships and partnerships with small business would also contribute to the repository. Similar to the European Pediatric Formulation Initiative [26], a professional organization or consortium would initiate the creation of the pCNP repository, establish business relationships with related software vendors, foster advocacy among manufacturers for commercially-available formulation, and create the business plan for its activation. In the absence of such effort, repository creation redounds to government to address patient safety and commercial issues. Regardless of its owner, the repository would be a “living” organ built to aid evidence-based use and preparation of medications.
About 250 APIs have published scientific formulation and dosing information [27–29] and can easily serve as the initial agents in the pCNP repository. The indications-based dosing information sub-directory can begin with oncologic-related preparations formulated within the protocols from the Children’s Oncology Group (COG) [30]. Many child-friendly excipients used in pCNP prescription preparation, such as suspending and flavoring agents, are currently listed in available commercial and governmental repositories. Based on published peer-reviewed stability data, the agents could be linked to the base molecule listed in the standardized product description. The next sequence would link the complete medication order with literature citations to support any required pre- or prior authorization requirements or to activate a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) [31], informed consent, or other required medication information when appropriate. In the fourth step, once the indication is selected, dosing specific to that particular use, if applicable, would be linked using Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) language [32]. In the final step, the repository would house any relevant patient outcomes by linking a unique transaction number with FDA’s MedWatch [33] or Institute for Safe Medication Practices (ISMP) [34] safety and effectiveness codes. This last step would require additional coordination among providers to determine authorized persons for assessment, collection, and entry of these data.

Because a standardized medication informatics, preparation and use system for children would identify and mitigate potential patient risks related to formulation and dosing, opportunities to improve both the safety and effectiveness of pharmacotherapy would be optimized. The ability to incorporate drugs in Phase II and III clinical testing would serve an efficient research and development feedback not currently possible in either community or hospital practice. A full description of this system aspect for a research purpose is beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say that all clinical testing in children, including research for off-label use, could be accommodated within this system as a vehicle for modifying product labeling, building the scientific infrastructure for practice-based research in pediatric pharmacotherapy, harmonizing pCNP formulations between patient care environments (institutional and community), and improving both the quality and quantity of knowledge translation and dissemination.
3. Conclusion and Call to Responsive Action

The Affordable Care Act will have a major impact on the access to care for pediatric patients and the practice and medication use in children. In addition, there are many unknowns with regard to the programmatic operations and patient outcomes. A major unknown is how the formularies associated with the affordable health plans, applied to dramatically larger segments of the population, will serve the needs of children, since pCNPs typically are not covered under many current third party insurance plans, including Medicaid. The creation of a pCNP electronic repository has the potential to increase children’s access to medically necessary pharmacotherapies. It also has the ability to improve transitions of care for patients as more community pharmacists will have access to the information needed to prepare the medication in the same formulation obtained in the acute care setting.

The health professions have an important responsibility for fulfilling access to safe, effective, and evidence-based formulations, including pCNPs, as part of the social contract with children. In the absence of responsiveness by professional, university, or corporate entities, government has a basic welfare obligation to the children of the United States to coordinate the enhancement of existing federal systems, like UMLS and its constituent databases, to remedy these informational deficiencies by including evidence-based pCNP formulations. Otherwise, treatment of neonates, infants, children, and adolescents will continue to fall short of optimal and coordinated medication use. In the wake of the New England Compounding Center (NECC) debacle and in the era of pediatric accountable care, need the professions and industry wait for the next calamity before we act responsively?
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